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Preserving traditional crafts

Syria’s traditional
oud making craft
on the decline
Rana Moussaoui

Damascus

A

Treasured craft. Craftsmen apply the finishing touches to traditional chechia caps before displaying
them for sale in the old medina of Tunis.
(Reuters)

Tunisian artisans
struggle to sell
traditional chechia
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

O

utside a little shop in
the medina, an elderly
man wearing a traditional Djebba suit finishes crafting a crimson
chechia, Tunisia’s traditional flat
wool cap.
Moncef Ben Moussa is one of the
few chechia makers in Souk EchChaouachine, a traditional market
that specialises in the production
and trade of headwear.
“I have been working here for 42
years,” Ben Moussa said. “It was
something I found myself in. I enjoyed making chechias and found
comfort in this job. Things changed
a lot in the past years; 40 years ago,
there were more shops and there
were at least five craftsmen working in each.”
Souk Ech-Chaouachine is one of
Tunisia’s oldest traditional markets, dating to the arrival of the
Andalusian Moors in the 17th century. For as long as the souk has
been around, artisans have sold the
chechia. Now, however, many of
the shops are closing.
“I have been working in this souk
for more than 40 years and now I
have the responsibility of defending the chechia,” said Azouz Kahia,
president of the National Chamber
of Chechia, part of Tunisia’s National Federation of Handicrafts.
“When I was in school, I used to
stay with my father whenever I had
free time and that is how I learned
the craft of making chechia. When
I was old enough, I started helping.
Since I loved the craft, it was easy
to be integrated in the shop with
my family.”
The chechia trade is often handed down from one generation to the
next and is considered part of the
family heritage. Mohamed Mehdi
Troudi, another artisan in the souk,
left his job at a bank to work in his
father’s chechia shop to honour the
trade and “the name of the family.”
“We have been doing this for generations,” Troudi said. “I joined ten

years ago but even before that I used
to help my father in the shop. Both
my paternal and maternal grandfathers were chechia artisans.”
While the chechia is still worn
during religious occasions and celebrations, many artisans struggle to
find the same level of demand for
the once popular headwear.
“There are some issues that have
come up in the last decade,” Kahia
said. “The market has been affected by a drastic fall in the number of
craftsmen. Also, financially, making chechia can no longer provide
a living. You must have significant
capital to be able to run this business.”
One reason the sector is strained
is the increasing price of imported
goods, artisans noted.

While the chechia
is found primarily
in Tunisia, it is
also marketed in
Libya and other
African countries,
such as Mali and
Nigeria.
“The raw material for chechia
is imported and the fall of the exchange rates of the dinar added to
that,” Kahia said. “We are trying to
work this out with the government
and other craftsmen.”
Things don’t look bright, however. The number of chechia craftsmen has radically decreased, Kahia lamented, and some worry the
trade could disappear completely.
“It is getting more difficult and,
the more difficult it gets, the more
craftsmen will leave and change
their shops to something else like
fast-food places,” Kahia said. “This
is how we are losing craftsmen. At
a certain time, we had more than
500 craftsmen and our chechia production was exported all over the
world. Now we are around 15 and
this is alarming. It could disappear.”
While the chechia is found primarily in Tunisia, it is also marketed in Libya and other African coun-

tries, such as Mali and Nigeria
“The chechia is authentic Tunisian headwear,” said Kahia, but it is
also demanded in “African markets
so we were able to export it.”
“The original chechia is the crimson one,” he said, although Libyans
generally wear it in black, Nigerians
in dark red and Senegalese in white
and black.
Unfortunately, demand outside
of Tunisia is not what it once was.
With many African markets, especially Libya’s, reeling from economic and political instability, chechia
sales decreased.
“Some things changed a bit after the revolution with the political changes affecting the markets,”
Troudi said. “For instance, the
Libyan revolution affected the sales
as the situation is volatile. It also
affected the change rates in the
neighbouring African countries. It
became expensive for them to buy
the chechia for its production price
with the low exchange rate.”
Despite the difficulties, however,
Kahia remarked that younger Tunisians are reviving the chechia, with
many wearing it as a trendy addition to casual outfits.
“This is a time when people are
showing more pride and interest in
reviving traditional clothing,” said
Kahia, noting that women also wear
“different types of chechia” for a
“decorative element.”
“During wedding rituals, some
women like to wear chechia as part
of the traditional outfit,” he said.
In his shop, Kahia resumes work
on a women’s chechia that has silver ornaments to symbolise Tunisia’s heritage. Other modern designs of the female headwear line
the shelf.
“These are part of our new collection of chechia for women,” Kahia
said. “I think the solution to the crisis is to find ways to make chechia
an indispensable part of the daily
outfit. We are trying to rebrand the
chechia as a youthful and fashionable headwear.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

ntoun Tawil, one of Syria’s last traditional oud
makers, waits in his Damascus workshop for orders for the lute-style instrument that his country was once
renowned for producing.
While the conflict that has ravaged Syria for more than six years
has devastated many of its historic
crafts, the production of the oud —
the oriental lute — has been particularly hard hit.
Oud makers have emigrated in
large numbers and the Damascene
wood used to build the instruments
has also become rare.
“There were around 20 workshops before the crisis — between
Damascus, Aleppo and Hama. Now
there are no more than six,” four of
them in Damascus, Tawil said.
The slender 57-year-old operates
one of them. In his tiny 9-squaremetre shop in Tekkiyeh Sulamaniyah, an Ottoman complex that
includes a mosque and a crafts market, Tawil contemplates the ouds
hung around him. Some are richly
decorated, delicately inlaid with
mother-of-pearl and ivory.
Named after the Arabic word
meaning a piece of wood, the oud
is a key instrument in Middle Eastern music. It is related to the guitar, the Russian balalaika and the
Greek bouzouki. The instrument is
characterised by its short neck and
large, full body that gives the instrument a pear shape.
All six craftsmen who used to
work in Tawil’s two workshops
have fled Syria.
“Before the crisis, we opened at 5
in the morning and worked all day
long because there was so much demand,” he said wistfully.
In a single month, Tawil used to
sell a dozen ouds, many of them
destined for abroad, including Europe and Canada.
“Nowadays, a month goes by
without selling anything,” he said.
With the Syrian pound’s devaluation, prices have also plummeted.
“I used to sell an oud for 5,000
Syrian pounds ($100),” Tawil said.
“Today, I sell them for 35,000 ($70).”
He talks passionately about the
Syrian — specifically Damascene
— oud, which he describes as both
the most exquisite but also the most
durable of Arab lutes.
“Our ouds can last 70 years without needing maintenance,” he said
with a proud smile. “I’ve made pieces as beautiful as a Persian rug.”
The secret to the instrument’s
durability lies in the first steps of
the craft, said Issa Michel Awad, an
expert in the oud and other stringed
instruments at the Higher Institute
for Music in Damascus.
“It’s the way the Damascene
wood is chosen, the way it is dried
and cured,” he explained. “That is
why you can still play a Damascene oud dating from 1990
today without a single false
note.”

However, in today’s conflict-ridden Syria, it is precisely this treasured wood that poses a problem.
“We rely on walnut wood, which
is very high quality and is specifically available in Eastern Ghouta,”
said Ali Khalifeh, a prominent lutemaker in Damascus.
Eastern Ghouta is a rebel bastion
east of the capital, under government siege and beyond craftsmen’s
reach.
“Today, this wood is being used
by people in Ghouta for heat… It is
becoming rare,” he said.
The first Damascene oud was produced in 1897 by Abdo al-Nahhat,
who became one of the country’s
most renowned lute makers. In the
early 20th century, the oud was the
favoured instrument among Syrians, played at marriages or during
gatherings of female socialites.

All six craftsmen
who used to work
in Tawil’s two
workshops have
fled Syria.
Khalifeh’s atelier in the Adawi
neighbourhood is half-artisanal,
half-mechanised. He has found
demand has increased for his products because of the relatively few
competitors.
While Tawil uses steam to individually shape the oud’s ribs by
hand, Khalifeh’s workshop uses
machines to bend 20 at a time and
smooth the wood. The neck’s pegs
are screwed in by hand.
“Polishing the oud by hand takes
between five and six hours. With
the machine, it’s done in 15 minutes,” said Khalifeh, who exports
across the Middle East, as well as to
France and the United States.
“We used to make 10-15 ouds a
month, now we make 20,” added
Khalifeh, who learned the profession from his father at the age of 14.
Even with his own orders up,
Khalifeh said he feels the industry
is in terminal decline.
“When I look at the state of my
profession, I can say it is in the process of disappearing,” he said.
Tawil agreed.
“It’s a profession under threat,”
he said, lamenting that in addition
to the effects of the war, “young
people don’t have the time to learn.”
Like many in the field, Tawil
learned the trade from his father
and is passing it on to his daughter.
He said he sees a glimmer of hope
in the artisans who have emigrated,
taking their expertise with them.
“In Quebec, there are now Syrians
who are opening their own
production workshops,”
Tawil said.
(Agence FrancePresse)

Hard hit. Ali Khalifeh, a lute maker (not pictured) adjusts the
strings on a oud, at a shop in the Syrian capital, Damascus.
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